Kinetochore function can be altered by ultraviolet microbeam irradiation without loss of the associated birefringent spindle fibre.
We have irradiated kinetochores of chromosomes in spermatocytes of crane flies (Nephrotoma abbreviata (Loew)) and Nephrotoma suturalis (Loew), while observing the cells using polarization microscopy. Irradiation of a kinetochore of one sex chromosome with 0.106 ergs microns-2, the minimum dose needed to stop movement, had no effect on the birefringence of the irradiated kinetochore's spindle fibre. Irradiation of the kinetochore of an autosomal half-bivalent in anaphase, with the same dose, had no effect on the birefringence of the irradiated kinetochore's spindle fibre, but nonetheless the anaphase movements of all six autosomal half-bivalents were stopped, temporarily, for up to 20 min. Irradiations of the kinetochores of an autosomal half-bivalent with higher doses (0.301 ergs microns-2) caused loss of birefringence of the irradiated kinetochore's spindle fibre, and the movements of all six autosomal half-bivalents were stopped permanently. We argue that the ultraviolet microbeam differentially affects two functions of the kinetochore: (1) a 'signalling' function, and (2) microtubule attachment, with the signalling function being altered at doses lower than that of microtubule attachment.